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atoms from the interface, and rr and rz are the* oxidation
rates of Si atoms in the oxide. The v-alues of Ce, {1 and
olf to- literature were used, and pT, u , n aid K2 were
deduced from the simulation to fit the experimental data for
dry oxidation [5].
H and Cl atoms may terminate the dangling bonds of Si
and O to ease the reconstruction of Si-O bonds. Therefore,
the addition of H and Cl could increase the fluidity of tlre
grown oxide, which may decrease v and increase Co, 4,,
Kr, and Kz. In order to investigate the effect of H and Cl on
these parameters, we simulate dry oxidation in the addition
of H and Cl. In our model, the dgcrease of y cannot be
distinguished from the increase of {;, q, and rcz [4]. In the
present simulation, the v value is tentatively reduced
according to the addition of H and CI, which is found to be
reasonable in Sec. 3. The oxidation rates at short oxidation
times (reaction-limited regime) are mainly determined by v ,

1. Introduction

Silicon oxidation is a key process for the fabrication of
silicon devices, and elucidating the oxidation mechanism is

of vital importance. Deal-Grove (D-G) theory is widely
used for Si oxidation processes, however, the theory takes
only the oxidant species into account []. On the other hand,
recent studies on oxidation have revealed that Si species are
emitted from the Si/oxide interface during oxidation and that
these Si species play an important role in oxidation 12-41.
We have proposed the interfacial Si emission model
based on the following concepts [3,4]: A large number of Si
species (-1% of the oxidized Si atoms) are emitted from the
interface to release the oxidation-induced strain, and most of

them diffuse into the oxide and are oxidized there. In
addition, the emitted Si species in the oxide govern the
oxidation rate. Based on the model, we have simulated the
whole range of oxide thickness, including the thin film
regime, in a wide range of oxidation conditions t5].
Moreover, we have shown [6] that the strain release by the

while those at
determined by

y

lo11g times (diffusion-_limited regime) are

D[

(and therefore

Cs).

Therefore, the

Si emission can explain Si layer-by-layer oxidation.
In this study, in order to further study the effectiveness

values of

of the interfacial Si emission model, we simulate dry

3. Results and Discussion
The oxide thickness for Cl2lO2 and H2O|O2 mixtures

oxidation containing small amounts (<10 %) of'water and
chlorine based on the model. From the simulation results for
the effect of H and Cl on the interfacial Si emission, we

simulated

of

water and

chlorine [7J according to the Si emission model mentioned
above, which leads to a set of coupled partial differential
equations described in ref. 5. The equations are solved

numerically by the partial differential equation solver
ZOMBIE [8] using the following set of parameters:

{;:

3.60x102a exp(- l.A7 eYlk

/) cm-r

substrates [5].

C6:5.5x1916.*-3

The v value deduced from the simulation decreases by
the Cl additions to one-half that for the case without Cl and
levels off at aCl2concentration smallerthan I %. Similarly,

ni?: r.3xl01 exp(-4.5 eYIk T)cm2s-l
Df;: 3.20x10-8 exp(- 1.64 eYlk"/) cm2s-l
v :9.44x104 exp(-l .76 eYlk T) [T < 1000'C]
2.78x102 exp(- l.l2 eY lk T) tT > 1000 "Cl
rq:1.46x10-14 exp(-l .55 eYlk"T) cm3s-l

l.46xl0-31 exp(-l.55 eV/ft"i') cm6s-1

y

value for the H additions decreases to 65 o/o that for
the case without H and levels off at a concentration smaller
than 2 %. These trends have also been seen in the linear rate
constant of D-G theory [7]. In addition, the tendency for Cl
is consistent with the Si emission to the substrates estimated
from oxidation-enhanced diffusion (OED) [9].
The leveling-off of v seems to suggest that H and Cl
mainly contribute to interfacial phenomena and their effect

the

v(lll)=0.4xv(100)
n:

in this study (solid lines) and that from

experiments (symbols) [7] are shown in Figs. l(a) and (b)
for Si (100) substrates at 1000 "C. The simulation gives
close fits to the experimental oxide thickness when the y
values shown in Fig. 2 ar*e used [v = I .0 % without Cl2 and
HzO]. In addition, Co increases in proportion to the
concentration of Cl2 and HzO. We mention that the oxide
thickness for (l I l) substrates under the same oxidation
conditions were also fitted by v (l I l) = 0.4 x v (100), with
other parameters being fixed. This is quite reasonable
because the ffansport process and the oxidation in the oxide
should be independent of the orientation of underlying

show the effectiveness of the interfacial Si emission-model.
2. Models and Simulation
We simulate the oxidation in the addition

and C6 can be uniquely determined.

,

where Csi is-th" maximum concentration of Si interstitials in
the oxide, Co is the equilibrium concentration of the oxidant
in the oxide,blf and Df; are the self-diffusivities of Si atom
and of the oxidant in the oxide, y is the emission rate of Si

to the oxide bulk properties ({1, rr, and rr) is minor,
assuming that more H and Cl atoms than the Si interface
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density do not effectively work. The reduction of OED by
Cl has been explained by assuming a direct reaction between
Cl and emitted Si atoms [9]. However, we showed that not
only Cl but also H reduce the interfacial Si emission. This
may suggest that H and Cl could play an important role at

(a)
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the interface in reducing the oxidation-induced strain
because the Si emission releases the strain [3]. The
mechanism of the strain reduction is not yet clear, and

o 3

further atomic-level studies by first-principles calculations
are required to clarify the effect of H and Cl on the strain
reduction at the interface.
Based on the results for Cl2 and H2O, we also simulate

the oxidation in the addition of HCI [Fig.
(o)
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l(t)], which

produces Cl2 and H2O at the interface by the reaction with
Oz Ul. The v values deduced are shown in Fig. 2, where
the 2: I ratio for (HCl):(Cl2 and HzO) is predicted by the

reaction 4HCl + Oz + 2Cl2 + 2HzO I7l. The v value
decreases to 65 o/o that for the case without HCI and levels
off at a HCI concentration between I and 5 %. The results
in Fig. 2 seem to suggest that H is more likely to occupy the
interface than Cl, although Cl can more effectively reduce
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the interfacial strain
4. Conclusion
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The effect of H and Cl on the interfacial Si emission has
been investigated by the simulation of dry oxidation in the
addition of Cl2, HzO, and HCl. The v value decreases and
the Cs value increases by the addition of these species, as
expected from the interfacial Si emission model. From these
resultso we showed that the interfacial Si emission model is
effective to describe oxidation processes.
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Simulated (solid lines) and experimental (symbols: ref. 7)
oxide thickness for dry oxidation of Si (100) substrates in various
mixtures of (a) Cl2, (b) HzO, and (c) HCI at 1000 "C.
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